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Abstract

Voter mobilization via social media has shown
to be an effective tool (Savage et al., 2016).
While previous research has primarily looked
at how calls-to-action (CTAs) were used in
Twitter messages from non-profit organizations
(Guidry et al., 2014) and protest mobilization
(Rogers et al., 2019), we are interested in identi-
fying the linguistic cues used in CTAs found on
Facebook and Twitter for an automatic iden-
tification of CTAs. The work is part of an
on-going collaboration with researchers from
political science, who are investigating CTAs
in the period leading up to recent elections in
three different Latin American countries. We
developed a new NLP pipeline for Spanish to
facilitate their work. Our pipeline annotates
social media posts with a range of linguistic in-
formation and then conducts targeted searches
for linguistic cues that allow for an automatic
annotation and identification of relevant CTAs.
By using carefully crafted and linguistically in-
formed heuristics, our system so far achieves
an F1-score of 0.85.

1 Introduction

We here report on a NLP pipeline designed to au-
tomatically identify and annotate “calls-to-action”
(CTAs). We focus specifically on the mobilization
of potential voters via social media as part of an
on-going collaboration with partners from political
science. CTAs are of interest for political science
because recent years have seen social movements
and political parties working with CTAs via social
media as an effective tool for social mobilization
(Savage et al., 2016; Guidry et al., 2014).

Guided by the interests of our project partners
from political science (Haiges and Zuber, 2021),
who are investigating the expression of grievances
in the context of ethnic political parties, we focus
on Facebook and Twitter posts leading up to the re-
cent (2020) elections across Latin America and aim
to support their research by automatically detecting

and annotating CTAs. We faced several challenges
in doing this. For one, we cannot build on very
much previous NLP work. Although initial work
has been done to identify CTAs for Russian (Rogers
et al., 2019), no research had as yet been done on
the linguistic expression of CTAs in Spanish. We
were also faced with severe issues of data scarcity
— in 31,229 social media postings contained in the
corpus, only 2,542 were found to contain CTAs.
In addition, the corpus collected by our partners is
inherently unbalanced, as it differs across countries
and elections.

As such we decided to implement a primarily
rule-based NLP pipeline for the automatized detec-
tion and annotation of CTAs. Our pipeline is based
on previous efforts focusing on English and Ger-
man and is designed particularly to identify deep
morphosyntactic, semantic and pragmatic linguis-
tic features that are relevant for analysis at the dis-
coursal level (Biber et al., 1998; Biber and Conrad,
2009) and for the linguistic framing of utterances
(cf. Druckman’s frames of communication (Druck-
man, 2011; Chong and Druckman, 2007)). While
other studies have focused on analyzing the effects
of such CTAs on voters (Heiss and Matthes, 2016;
Kligler-Vilenchik et al., 2021), in this use case we
are concerned with how these mobilizations are
linguistically expressed. We therefore aim at auto-
matically identifying CTAs via linguistic cues.

2 Related Work

As already noted, there is limited previous work
we can build on. Guidry et al. (2014) showed
that Twitter messages from non-profit organiza-
tions framed as a CTA were retweeted more of-
ten and generated more interaction between users
than other messages, while they were simultane-
ously the least used strategy for messages. Rogers
et al. (2019) worked on historical data of Bolotnaya
protests (2012) in Russia to demonstrate the pos-
sibility of automatically detecting CTAs in social
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media posts. Their classification task yielded an F1-
score of 0.77, thus showing that CTAs in Russian
can be successfully detected automatically to some
degree. While their focus lies on the detection of
CTAs in a protest setting, where movements use
social media to mobilize people and convince them
to join the protests, we are focusing on CTAs that
are targeting voter mobilization.

3 Characterization of Calls to Action

Our specific use case is the analysis of social media
posts published in the period leading up to an elec-
tion and aimed at mobilizing voters. We therefore
restricted an identification of CTAs to sentences in
social media posts that directly or indirectly call
upon the addressees for political participation in an
election setting. Typical examples are (1) and (2).

(1) Cumplamos nuestra responsabilidad de
votar.
‘Let us fulfill our responsibility to vote.’

(2) ¡Sal a votar! ‘Get out to vote!’

(3) Es momento de poner fin a décadas de los
mismos de siempre. Llegó el momento del
pueblo.
‘It is time to put an end to decades of the
same old ones. The time has come for the
people.’

Whereas the CTAs in the first two examples are di-
rectly encoded and expressed via an imperative, the
more indirect example (3) also falls under our def-
inition of a CTA. Here, the message to politically
participate is covertly encoded and does not involve
a direct use of an imperative. In order to automat-
ically identify such indirect CTAs, it is necessary
to implement linguistically informed rules (see §6).
We exclude CTAs that aim at getting readers to
click on a specific link, support an organization
with donations or attend events or demonstrations,
even though they are linguistically similarly framed
as direct CTAs. This exclusion is motivated by the
research interests of our partners, who are not in-
terested in these other types of CTAs, but in voter
mobilization.

4 NLP pipeline LiAnS

For the automatic detection and annotation of CTAs
we used LiAnS, a rule-based NLP pipeline. LiAnS
(Linguistic Annotation Service) has been built on
the basis of VisArgue (Gold et al., 2015), a NLP

pipeline initially designed for analyzing linguistic
features in spoken dialogs and debates in English
and German. We built a Spanish version of the
pipeline in the context of the CTA project.1 The
automated linguistic feature identification in VisAr-
gue is realized in a rule-based fashion: For each
feature, a list of relevant cues (lexical items and
constructions) is defined by language experts, and
rules are created for the disambiguation according
to the context they are found in. This has a clear
advantage over a naive and decontextualized appli-
cation of static word lists. The linguistic features
covered by VisArgue were selected by experts of
theoretical and computational linguistics and are
strongly grounded in theoretical linguistic insights.
We used the existing features and categories as a
blueprint for the Spanish LiAnS. Carefully crafted
feature sets and disambiguation rules were added
to ensure the reliable annotation of CTAs.

The main workflow of LiAnS consists of two
steps: 1) preprocessing; 2) annotation with prior
disambiguation. We first convert the raw posts into
standardized XML files, which are then further
preprocessed using the Stanza NLP kit (Qi et al.,
2020). Stanza conducts sentence splitting, tokeniza-
tion and lemmatization on the input files, and adds
POS-tags, morphological features and dependency
relations of each token (lexeme) as XML attributes.
LiAnS further adds discourse unit splitting. Ap-
proximating the definition of a basic discourse unit
(Polanyi et al., 2004), each clause is defined as one
discourse unit (DU), e.g., if a sentence is comprised
of one matrix clause and one embedded clause, the
sentence is defined as containing two DUs.

After preprocessing, rule-based annotation is ap-
plied on the basis of pre-defined disambiguation
rules for linguistic features as in Table 1. By con-
sidering the position of the linguistic cue and the
POS of the surrounding lexemes, we implement
any ambiguity resolution that might be necessary.
Annotations are initially applied to the lexemes.
Based on the particular type of use cases, aggre-
gated, context-aware feature calculation on higher
levels, e.g., DU-, sentence- or document-level can
be defined. LiAnS allows for a modular usage of
the features, which means that users can select their
own customized subset of features that are of in-
terest to the specific use case. LiAnS will then

1Our Spanish pipeline is based on a refined and extended
German and English LiAnS version of VisArgue, designed
and built by Qi Yu and Marina Janka at the University of
Konstanz.
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exclusively annotate these features.2

5 Data

The overall corpus is still in the process of being
compiled by our political science partners (Haiges
and Zuber, 2021), and currently consists of around
30,000 posts on Twitter and Facebook published
by political parties, indigenous associations and
presidential candidates before and during the three
most recent elections in Latin America, which took
place in Bolivia (18 October 2020), Ecuador (7
February 2021) and Peru (11 April 2021). Table
2 shows the exact number of posts in our current
corpus per country. As can be seen the data set
is not only unbalanced, but also fairly small for
Bolivia, motivating our rule-based approach, which
is not data hungry, but instead relies on linguistic
knowledge.

6 Methodology

All posts in the dataset were annotated with LiAnS
using the features available for the Spanish version.
To only extract DUs and sentences that thematically
deal with elections from the dataset, we manually
compiled a list of voting-related keywords such
as democracia ‘democracy’ and elecciones ‘elec-
tions’, including their synonyms and semantically
related nouns, verbs and adjectives. Corresponding
DUs and sentences were then extracted.

Direct CTAs can be detected very straightfor-
wardly based simply on the identification of imper-
ative forms, so one easy way of proceeding is to
search for instances of imperatives of verbs like
votar ‘vote’ as well as the participle of votar ‘vot-
ing’. In a further step, we searched for sentences
which contain imperatives and election-related key-
words from our hand-defined list. In this way, we
are able to detect CTAs as in example (2). Addi-
tionally, sentences containing the election date (e.g.
este 7 de febrero), or count downs to the election
day (faltan 5 días para) were also considered as
CTAs since they aim at reminding voters about
when to exercise their right to vote.

Moving on to more indirect and emotive CTAs,
we established rules that search for the noun voto
‘vote’ preceded by the pronoun tú ‘your’ or nuestro
‘our’ to identify posts that directly aimed at moti-
vating voters through the use of more appellative
expressions by directly addressing them. CTAs as

2Access to the Spanish version of LiAnS and the CTA
annotation can be requested via e-mail.

in (4) are often followed by a phrase describing
the expected (positive) change that may occur after
voting for a specific candidate or voting in general.

(4) Pido tu voto para...
‘I ask for your vote to...’

Furthermore, we looked for modal phrases and
expressions that imply obligations and were used
in combination with election-related vocabulary to
identify voter-mobilization.

While the identification of direct CTAs is rela-
tively straight-forward and can be pinned down to
the use of imperatives and the different forms of
the verb votar mainly, implicit calls to action re-
quire deeper linguistic knowledge, as their surface
coding is indirect. For the annotation of implicit
CTAs, we perused the dataset manually and tracked
down cues that were used to frame the call with-
out using similar formulations to those mentioned
above. We found that implicit calls to action were
often encoded in sentences implying that it is time
for change (as in example (3)), to change the fu-
ture of the country, to rescue the country, to stand
up for the country or to take the country forward,
and thus intend to bring people to the polls to ac-
tively engage in the act of change. In addition,
implicit CTAs often appeal to voters’ sense of ‘us’
vs. ‘them’. For example, some CTAs read "juntos +
Verb" (‘together + verb’) and aim to create a sense
of belonging to the community by giving the im-
pression to voters that the common goals can only
be achieved if they become part of this community
by casting their vote for the candidate. To automat-
ically detect those implicit CTAs we implemented
rules that search for those key phrases together with
election-related vocabulary and tag the posting as
such.

7 Results and Discussion

A randomly selected subset of 800 Facebook and
200 Twitter posts from Ecuador was manually an-
notated by two Spanish speaking annotators, both
co-authors of the paper, in order to evaluate the
results from our NLP pipeline. We decided to eval-
uate on data from Ecuador, as the majority of our
corpus comes from there. Out of 800 Facebook
posts 156 (16 implicit and 140 explicit) and 29 (10
implicit and 19 explicit) of 200 Tweets were iden-
tified as CTAs. With the help of a more detailed
analysis of the linguistic features found in CTAs
we found that 49 % of them include at least one
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Dimension Feature Examples

Discourse
Relation

adversative pero (but); al contrario (on the contrary)
causal porque (because); ya que (since) ; puesto que (since)
conditional cuando (if); en caso que (in the event that)
consecutive pues (for); consecuentemente (consequently)

Modality modal deber (must); querer (want); poder (can)
Sentence
Modifier

intensifier muy (very); de hecho (in fact)
negation no (no); nunca (never) ; jamás (never)

Information
Exchange

accommodation AGREEMENT: prometer (promise); consentir (agree); reconocer (acknowledge)
DISAGREEMENT: rechazar (reject); disputar (dispute); degradar (degrade)

speech act INFORMATION GIVING: decir (say); aclarar (clarify)
INFORMATION SEEKING: preguntar (ask); consultar (consult)

Politeness polite items por favor (please); gracias (thank you)

Table 1: Available features Spanish LiAnS version. The column Examples provides a few examples in Spanish as
they are implemented in LiAnS. Small caps indicate different subcategories within the feature.

Source Bolivia Peru Ecuador

Twitter 526 1,667 4,959
Facebook 991 1,252 21,834

Table 2: Overview of data set by country and source.

imperative to mobilize voters, while 57 % contain
at least one of the different forms of the verb votar,
40 % contain the election date, and around 10%
include more indirect means of CTAs which can
not be pinned down to specific linguistic features
but depend more on the pragmatic context of the
posting.

Based on the above mentioned subset of 1000
social media posts, our system shows an overall
precision of 0.95, a recall of 0.77 and a F1-score of
0.85 for the automatic identification of CTA types.
For the Twitter data, precision is 0.92, recall 0.78
and F1 0.84, while the scores for Facebook data
show a precision score of 0.81, a recall 0.83 and a
F1 score of 0.81. These values allow us to draw the
conclusion that our system performs almost equally
good across different social media platforms albeit
the differing posting format used on both platforms.
We attribute the differences between the manual
and automatic CTA annotation to the fact that the
used rules for CTA identification in our pipeline
need to be further refined in order to identify certain
linguistic features that are being used to mobilize
voters.

An overview of our results for the automatic
detection of explicit and implicit CTAs across the
whole corpus is presented in Table 3. While the ma-
jority of CTAs are formulated as imperatives and
were thus identified based on their morphology, a
portion of the voter mobilizations were identified

by the LiAnS feature modal, specifically the sub-
category of obligation. In addition to modal, the
feature polite items of LiAnS helped to identify
more covert CTAs as in (4), where the appellative
character of the sentence comes through the use of
a polite phrase.

Source Bolivia Peru Ecuador

Type Imp Exp Imp Exp Imp Exp
Twitter 0 39 19 43 53 217
Facebook 4 70 8 94 121 2,303

Table 3: # of identified CTAs per country, source and
type (Explicit vs Implicit).

Overall our results show that LiAnS can help to
annotate small corpora that are unsuitable for ma-
chine learning approaches due to their small size
and unbalanced nature, therefore reducing the man-
ual annotation effort for our collaboration partners.

8 Limitations

The results of our evaluation show that there is still
some room for improvement. First, the currently
unbalanced nature of the corpus is not just a prob-
lem for machine learning approaches, it also poses
challenges for the development of the NLP pipeline,
as regional language varieties of all countries must
be considered equally when creating the annotation
rules. Second, our annotations rely on the mor-
phological features provided by the Stanza NLP
kit. This means that our pipeline struggles when
the morphological analysis delivered by Stanza is
erroneous. For example, this was the case for voto
‘vote’, which can be a verb or a noun. All instances
of voto were analyzed as nouns by Stanza, which
makes it difficult to identify DUs such as voto por
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un futuro mejor ‘vote for a better future’. We ad-
justed the pipeline to correct for errors of this type.

9 Conclusion and Future work

In conclusion, we have implemented an automated
approach to identify explicit and implicit election-
related CTAs in Spanish social media. While a few
previous studies have looked at the identification
of CTAs in tweets related to protests, to the best
of our knowledge our work is the first to look at
the linguistic patterns that can be found in such
attempts at voter mobilization.

Our next steps are, first, to annotate more CTA
posts from Peru and Bolivia in order to create a
more balanced gold standard corpus; and, second,
to create our own balanced corpus. Third, we aim
to expand our set of rules to allow especially more
implicit CTAs to be annotated automatically.

We plan on adding a more sophisticated scor-
ing system that assigns an aggregated score to the
identified CTA cues. Thus, the classification as a
CTA of a post will depend on how many linguis-
tic cues that indicate a CTA are present and how
heavily they are weighted. The word vota ‘vote’,
for instance, should receive a greater weight than a
modal like tenemos que ’we have to’, since the for-
mer is a clear cue for a CTA, while the latter could
also be used in other political contexts. We are con-
fident that we can improve our overall results even
further with these extensions of the pipeline and
the introduction of a sophisticated scoring system.
Finally, we also intend to experiment with machine
learning approaches once the data set has grown
large enough via boot-strapping through CTA clas-
sifcations and annotations via our pipeline.
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